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Reading on Tesla, one quickly understands that this man wasn't really a
"Scientist" or even a "Genius". He was a God in the flesh in more than one way,
same as Hitler and other beings of such stature. He openly states in his
auto-biography going to other planets by astral projection, and meeting beings
and his friends. It should be evident that a man with such a great heart, was not
associating with human hating aliens, or other hostile entities.

It's well known Tesla took 95% of his inventions to his grave. This refusal shows
that he was allied to good forces out there. Tesla was an Aryan, White Serbian
man. He stored all his inventions in his mind, so to say. He had the plans for free
electricity for all mankind, free energy, healing machines and so forth. Tesla's
complaint was basically that Humanity wasn't ready for it. He however gave us
the circulating current, which later resulted in the advanced machinery, the
internet and all these other things which have permanently improved our life.

Tesla, rather than wasting his time like the psychopath jew Einstein, in creating
Atomic bombs and other things that would destroy humanity, focused his mind on
other endeavors, mainly, technology for peace.

In any way, Tesla's 'potentially befriending' Nazis was known. It's written that
Tesla had a friendship with George Sylvester Viereck, National Socialist
propagandist in the USA. Viereck also stated that Tesla's worldview was a view of
worldwide Eugenics for the future of humanity. Which was the central thesis of the
National Socialist Party. Tesla never refuted that claim, but neither endorsed it. It
doesn't sound unlikely at all. Eugenics was a major idea of the time.

It's well known that Tesla also was snubbed and attacked by the "(((Scientific
Community)))" of his time, including JP Morgan, a well-known jewish rabbinical
family line racketeer, denied to give him a small loan of a few millions to give free,
wireless electricity to all mankind. This would be the end of Judah and their
financial system.

This would throw off the Oil Trade, which as you can see, is the money-making
scheme of the jews, which pollutes and destroys the planet. The only good thing
this does is fill the jewish pockets.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170718113019/http:/josministries.prophpbb.com/topic19780.html#p101364


The (((American))) government did everything they could to restrain, and keep
Tesla under tabs, at least physically.

What I want to focus upon is Tesla's anti-gravity saucers and anti-gravity
technology. Many people can't seem to figure out how Tesla invented these things
and how at the same time, the National Socialists were developing these things to
win the war. Tesla could have made the USA win the war, and very easily, but
decided to rather not intervene. This shows that he obviously didn't have any
hostile feelings against the National Socialists.

At the time, National Socialist Germany was the superpower of the world, having
the most advanced technology, with projects even today completely
misunderstood by scientists. The USA became the next superpower, when the
German scientists were taken over in the USA by operation paperclip, and only
then.

They won the war on their numbers- not on technology. They were in the Stone
Age in technology until the German scientists came to help them. The jews
developed weaponry and other naturally disastrous weapons, but never anything
really beneficial for humanity.

A lot of UFO-logists cannot make sense… How Tesla's anti-gravity tech and other
inventions actually made it in Germany, or at least were shared.

This is simple: Because Tesla and Hitler, were talking to the same
extraterrestrials. It's well known Hitler denied the creation of the Atomic Bomb, as
he knew what a disaster such a bomb would be. It renders existence of life ill and
pointless, and is a weapon hostile and pure evil to all life on earth. Therefore, they
put scientists to work on other venues.

Tesla, at least from what I know, never shared the tech that he knew how to
create. For this reason, the USA government bullied him, harassed him, and also
punished him severely towards the end of his life. Tesla could have opened his
mouth, but he knew where this whole deal was going, and therefore took the
route of least resistance and let it go. It would ruin humanity. Tesla's weapons
were more than likely hundreds of times stronger than atomic bombs.

It's well known, Tesla could have developed a "Death Beam" that would turn
troops into jelly, and was he an "American" as many fools claim, he would have
given this to the Kosherites of his time to end the war with the National Socialists



really fast. He decided to stay silent.

On the other hand, the extraterrestrials of the enemy, shared the Atomic bomb
and other ugly weaponry to their enemies. Even nowadays, they do thousands of
such experimentation, and explosions in deserts, every month. Many diseases,
such as the diseases of Thyroid and many other cancers, did not exist before this
'technology' was given to the world by the jews. The jews developed this ugly
technology.

So in closing I am led to believe that on an Astral level and via the proxy of the
Gods, Tesla and the National Socialists were working for the same, or in the very
least, a very SIMILAR purpose. Tesla could never be physically present in Nazi
Germany, as basically, the FBI was tailing him 24/7. There is a report of 300
pages on Tesla.

He had limited if any physical freedom. However, it seems from the striking
resemblances in understanding, and in how BOTH Tesla and the Nazis came up
with Anti-Gravity technology, they both talked to the same ET's. Watching this
documentary by Willian Lyne on Tesla and Nazi Anti-Gravity tech, is interesting to
see Tesla's understanding of the tech.

In his biography Tesla states he went into other worlds, and made real good
friendships with people from other worlds there.

Tesla knew about the Ether and the real nature of the world, compared to the jew
Einstein, which only stole a falsified theory of relativity, ultimately leading
humanity nowhere but in the atomic bomb and sensuous materialism. Tesla was a
spiritual scientist. He wasn't a materialist nutcracker.

Tesla in one of his last interviews just said also that he knew about immortality
and that this had to deal with the light returning to its original form. Which shows
he might have had a solution for that too, figured out. Tesla, 'dying' in 1943, had
just left humanity with what was absolutely enough and necessary to get into the
next phase, but didn't advance humanity further because he knew where the
whole deal was going.

Tesla was also known to have superhuman abilities such as sleeping for 3 to 4
hours, controlling his body functions (he talks about this), astral projection,
superhuman reflexes, and many other spiritual gifts. His death in short, may have
been his conscious choice to die.



This was his choice, and it's not by coincidence he chose to do so when the war
turned against National Socialist Germany. He knew what could have befallen him
later if it was for the enemy to rule the world, so he left. Since then, scientific
advances have been childish and limited compared to what Tesla has given to the
world, except of advanced rocketry, which was again given by Werner Von Braun,
another German.

In the end, even if Tesla was not interested in micro-politics, he must have been
acutely aware of the jewish problem, or at least, experienced the misery coming
from it.

Tesla was a victim of the same people Hitler tried to stop. And both of them had a
greater vision for Humanity, which the very same people tried to suppress and
destroy. As they do with everything good in life anyway, since forever.
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